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City of Campbell River Airport Runway Extension
ICET Final Project Report
Completion Report
Introduction/Context:
The City of Campbell River has historically been the hub for resource-based industry on northern
Vancouver Island with reliance on forestry, mining and fishing as its life blood. In recent years,
economic conditions have proven challenging, and what were once strong economic cornerstones
of the community, began to change dramatically, leading to the eventual closure of the largest
regional employers - the Elk Falls saw mill and the Elk Falls pulp and paper mill. City Council
recognized the need to diversify its economic base and identified the municipal airport as a key to
developing a broader and more resilient economic base for the community.
Integral to this process was identifying the unique strengths that the Campbell River airport could
provide that other larger airports such as the larger Comox airport and airbase could not. Two key
factors were identified including readily available industrial lands surrounding the airport and a less
congested airspace in which to work. In the early 2000’s, Council began to invest in key
infrastructure, including community sewer and water that provided reliable service to not only the
airport itself, but to the surrounding industrial lands. This investment not only addressed on-site
servicing constraints, but also facilitated subdivision and development of aviation support industries
on fee simple lands immediately adjacent to the airport.
Council also recognized that additional investment would be needed to the airfield infrastructure to
enable growth of aviation support industry. Accordingly, the airport project was initiated in late 2009
following commitment of two thirds funding on October 16, 2009 (via the Building Canada Fund –
Communities Component). With two thirds of funding secured, the City initiated a public competitive
request for proposal process and hired the firm of EBA Engineering to begin the detailed design
and the preparation of tender documents. Additional funding in the amount of $2.31 million was
subsequently confirmed through the Island Coastal Economic Trust on February 25, 2010, which
allowed the project to move from detailed design through to tender and construction.
The project scope included a 1,500 foot extension to the airport runway along with relocation of
NavCanada Glide Path instrumentation systems, site drainage, runway lighting, field electrical
centre, signage and improvements to the airport terminal building.
The project was delivered under three distinct contracts that were subjected to a public tender
process. Tender No. 621 included all runway works including the field electrical centre while Tender
No. 640 included all airport terminal building improvements. Signage was managed through a
separate request for offer.
The City took advantage of the opportunity to apply for an extension to the federal government’s
initial deadline of March 31, 2011 and was successful in securing an extension to October 31, 2011.
Construction began in July 2010 and substantial completion was issued in September of 2011.
The City delivered the completed project approximately 2 months ahead of the federally imposed
deadline of October 31, 2011 and approximately $800,000 under the initial budget estimate of $8.3
million. The project scope was delivered in its entirety as defined within the original funding
applications.
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Summary of Work & Methodology in Relation to Project Objectives
The project was delivered almost exclusively through private external parties resulting in
employment at both the local and provincial levels. Engineering services were secured through a
Victoria based consulting company, while general contract services were provided through local
Campbell River contractors and a general contractor based in Nanaimo. The project is estimated to
have generated nearly 46,000 hours of labour. All labour and material was secured through a
competitive public procurement process consistent with the City’s purchasing polices.
As a parallel exercise to the procurement and construction process, the City developed a new
governance and management structure through the establishment of an Airport Authority. Based
largely on the Abbotsford Airport model, the Campbell River Airport Authority was established
through bylaw as a Commission of Council with delegated authority to manage and operate the
airport. Commission members were appointed in late 2010 and the inaugural meeting was held in
early 2011. This Commission has met diligently since their inception, with a key focus on economic
development for the airport.
Statement of Completion of Project Objectives
In the City’s application to Island Coastal Economic Trust, we stated that the key project objectives
included:
1. Creating expanded airport service opportunities to the community and region


14.9 acres of additional airside lands have been made available for
development due to the runway extension.

2. Opening up new (economic diversification and development) opportunities for the
region
3. Being the stimulus for new and expanded industry both at the airport and within the
region
 NSA development is advancing
 Expanded forest fire fighting facilities/capacity under consideration
 Seymour Pacific Developments has expanded their corporate aircraft fleet to
include 2 corporate jets and 2 corporate helicopters. They have also received
approval for a development permit for the construction of a larger hangar.
4. Providing the opportunity for existing training programs to be expended
 Discussion being held with North Island College regarding possible relocation
and expansion of trade training programs to the Campbell River airport.
5. Developing skilled workforce within the region
 NSA development is advancing which has the potential to create high-tech
skilled work and training opportunities – specifically around composite research
& development
 Discussions being held with North Island College regarding possible relocation
and expansion of trade training programs to the Campbell River airport.
6. Facilitating new business opportunities that are contingent upon the extension of the
runway
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NSA development is advancing – currently finalizing partnerships with Sealand
Aviation to facilitate development of new prototype aircraft
Expanded/integrated forest fire fighting facilities/services under consideration by
Ministry of Forests
Expansion of Seymour Pacific corporate aircraft fleet to 2 corporate jets and 2
corporate helicopters. Approval for construction of a larger hangar has also
been recently secured.

Number of people employed (man-months created if possible) during the project
Including both the design and construction efforts required to successfully complete the project, the
City has calculated that a total of 45,793 hours of employment were generated through this project.
This equates to approximately 264 man-months of labour (based on a 2040 hour work week).
Number of permanent jobs created
To date, the City is unable to confirm the creation of new permanent jobs that are directly
attributable to the runway extension. However, the airport project has allowed for continued
expansion of the following initiatives and has, accordingly, contributed indirectly to the creation of
new permanent jobs in the areas as noted:


NSA initiative in conjunction with Sealand Aviaition expansion (estimated that 12 new
permanent jobs have been created between Sealand and NSA since the completion of the
airport project);



Seymour Pacific has continued to grow and expand its development operations throughout
western Canada. Their corporate headquarters are located in Campbell River and their
corporate aircraft fleet has grown to four as their business interests have expanded. In
addition to the construction of additional hangar space, they have recently received
approval for a major expansion of their corporate headquarters building to facilitate growing
staff numbers. (head office has grown from five people to approximately 80 people over the
past 7 years)

Any other information related to the economic impact of the project (increase in visitors,
etc.):


NSA – potential future aircraft assembly site has been surveyed and is now fully serviced;
business partnership with Sealand is advancing; funding for development of composites
research and development facility is now being pursued; prospects for developing prototype
aircraft within 30 months



Seymour Pacific – new hanger constructed; new aircraft acquired (expansion of corporate
fleet from one to four); development permit has been approved for expansion of downtown
office space to house growing corporate headquarters



Forest Fire Suppression – MoF and City are actively negotiating a long term lease (25
years); additional lands have been reserved for expansion; discussions continue regarding
the relocation of the existing Quinsam Fire base to the Campbell River airport; discussions
also continue regarding the potential relocation of Conair Aviation and Airspray Aviation to
Campbell River airport from Abbotsford.
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Photos of Completed Project
Photo 1:
Runway Extension southern limit
This photo shows the interface between the
existing runway and the newly constructed
runway extension as is shown at the closest edge
of the centre line markings

Photo 2:
Runway Extension facing north.
This photo shows the new 1500 foot extension
of the runway as viewed from the southern limit
to the north. All runway shown in this photo was
constructed as part of this project.

Photo 3:
Gravel Access Road/Runway Lighting
This photo is taken from the new gravel access
road looking north west and shows the relocated
PAPIS and the new runway extension in behind.
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Photo 4:
Enhanced Site Drainage
This photo is taken from new paved access road
and is looking north west showing improved site
drainage ditch.

Photo 5:
Enhanced Site Drainage
This photo is taken from new paved access road
and is looking north west showing improved site
drainage ditch.

Photo 6:
Field Electrical Centre
This photo shows the new Field Electrical Centre
(FEC). The new FEC provides increased capacity
to the entire site required as part of this project
and for future expansion of the Airport’s
electrical distribution systems.

Photo 7:
Airport Terminal Building
This photo shows the new canopy installed at
the main entrance to the Terminal Building. The
building entrance was enhanced to improve
vehicular traffic flow, passenger drop off/pick-up
and building access.
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Photo 8:
Departures Entrance
This photo shows the expanded Departures
entrance. This new dedicated entrance provides
additional queing area and improved efficiency
for departing passengers while accessing the
check in counters.

Photo 9:
Check In Counters
This photo shows the check in counters and
highlights the upgraded finishes applied to all
common public service areas. New automated,
video flight information boards can be seen on
centre column between two adjacent carriers.

Photo 10:
Arrivals Lounge
This photo shows the newly finished arrivals
lounge with seating increased from 15 to 25.
Highlighted are upgrades to all finishes applied to
all common public service areas. Also completed
was an upgrade to building HVAC system to
provide cooling and additional heating capacity
thru installation of high efficiency heat pumps.
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Photo 11:
Departures Lounge
This photo shows the expanded Departures
holding area with seating available increased
from 50 to 75 seats. Also added to the secure
holding area was an accessible, unisex
washroom.

Photo 12:
Washroom Finishes
This photo shows the improvements completed
to the existing male and female washrooms
servicing the Terminal Building. All finishes were
upgraded and fixtures replaced with hands free
low flow devices. Lighting was upgraded to
include motion controlled low output fixtures so
as to maximize potential energy savings.

Photo 13:
This photo shows the permanent plaque up close
describing the project and identifying all of the
partners.
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Photo 14:
This photo shows the permanent plaque in its
installed location between the Departures and
Arrivals areas.

City of

Campbell
River
Airport Runway Extension Project
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
Period: July 10, 2010 to September 22, 2011

Project Expenditures
Runway Extension

$ 5,383,755

Directional Signage

$

39,577

Additional Terminal Building Improvements

$

583,508

Contingency

$ 1,089,797

Total Expenditures

$ 7,096,636

Project Income (Sources of Funding)
Build Canada Fund - Communities Component

$ 4,731,088

Island Coastal Economic Trust

$ 2,310,000

City of Campbel River

$

Total Income (Sources of Funding)

$ 7,096,636

55,548

Balance

*If balance is positive ICET contribution may be reduced proportionately

I hereby certify that this statement accurately represents all project expenditures and all sources of
project funding.

//lohe 6/49
inancial Officer

Date:

Laura Ciarniello
General Manager, Corporate Services/HR Manager

Capital Works
301 St. Ann's Road, Campbell River BC V9W 4C7
Telephone: 250-286-5700; Fax: 250-286-5741

